
Automotive Lift & Alignment - 565 48th SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49458

Phone: 877-805-1154 - Email: parts@automotive-lift.com

  910140 - Norco 10,000 PSI 2-Gal Air/Hydraulic
Foot Pump

   Brand: Norco
Product Code: NOR-910140
Call for Price: 877-805-1154

Short Description
For automotive / truck, industrial & construction jobs. The added convenience of an air
motor reduces pumping time and effort to activate cylinders.

 

FEATURES:

Designed to utilize exhaust air to help power the pump, requiring only 80 p.s.i. air
pressure to develop 10,000 p.s.i. hydraulic pressure.
Air exhaust muffler for quieter operation.
Air and oil inlet filters for reduced risk of damage from contamination.
Designed with durable light weight, corrosion resistant plastics.
Foot pedal provides hands free pumping and release of load.
Designed to be used with a single-acting cylinder.
Internal pressure relief valve for overload protection.
Two-gallon capacity aluminum reservoir body.
Comes with two different size poppit valves that can be quickly and easily
installed. Poppit valves reduce the return flow of oil back to the pump’s reservoir
providing a safer controlled lowering of load.
Equipped with a thick wall aluminum extruded reservoir.

 



Description
For automotive / truck, industrial & construction jobs. The added convenience of
an air motor reduces pumping time and effort to activate cylinders.

FEATURES:

Designed to utilize exhaust air to help power the pump, requiring only 80
p.s.i. air pressure to develop 10,000 p.s.i. hydraulic pressure.
Air exhaust muffler for quieter operation.
Air and oil inlet filters for reduced risk of damage from contamination.
Designed with durable light weight, corrosion resistant plastics.
Foot pedal provides hands free pumping and release of load.
Designed to be used with a single-acting cylinder.
Internal pressure relief valve for overload protection.
Two-gallon capacity aluminum reservoir body.
Comes with two different size poppit valves that can be quickly and easily
installed. Poppit valves reduce the return flow of oil back to the pump’s
reservoir providing a safer controlled lowering of load.
Equipped with a thick wall aluminum extruded reservoir.

 

Specifications
P.S.I.: 10,000

Usable Oil Cap (Cu. In.): 462

Output Flow Rate with Load: 80.5

Output Flow Rate No Load: 12.8

P.S.I Range: 40-170

Air Consumption (scfm): 24

Valve Function: Advance/Hold/Retract

Sound Level (Dba): 85



Thread Connections (Air NPT): .25"-18

Thread Connections (Hydraulic NPT): .375"-18

Dimensions (Inches)

Length:14"

Width: 8.5"

Height:10.75"

Weight: 44
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